Invitation

OeAD Alumni Talks

Thursday 19 March, 2015

Former OeAD scholars present & discuss their personal and professional experiences before and after their stay in Austria.
Invitation

OeAD AlumniTalks

Felicia Arudo Yieke, Kenya
Language & Power

Thursday 19 March, 2015, 18:00
OeAD, Ebendorferstraße 7, 1010 Wien

Introduction
Elke Stinnig, OeAD - Centre for International Cooperation and Mobility

Language & Power
Felicia Arudo Yieke, Kenya

General Discussion

Socialising & Refreshments

Please register for the event by 13 March 2015 at: www.oead.at/events4scholars

Main speaker
Felicia Arudo Yieke has a PhD in Applied Linguistics (2002) from the University of Vienna. For her PhD Studies she received a North-South-Dialogue scholarship, financed by the Austrian Development Cooperation (ADC). Her research interests are in the areas of sociolinguistics and discourse analysis (language, discourse & power, language & gender, language & ethnicity). Felicia Yieke has published considerably in these areas. She has also been guest editor for The Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA). Besides she is also editor in chief for the Laikipia Journal of Social Sciences, Education and Humanities (SSEH). Currently, she is an associate professor of applied linguistics at Laikipia University in Kenya and also the Dean of the School of Humanities and Development Studies (HDS) at the same University. Felicia is a current Ernst Mach Follow-Up Grant Scholar, financed by the BMWFW.